Support HKUST Alumni Endowment Fund
Help Enhance Student Life at HKUST!
You GIVE, Students THRIVE

The Alumni Endowment Fund (AEF) is HKUST’s first endowment fund to receive donations mainly from our alumni. The principal of the fund is maintained in perpetuity and only income from its investments will be used. Since the launch of AEF in 2012, the fund has benefitted a number of students through various scholarship schemes, sponsorships on exchange/outreach programs and water sports activities.

We hope that you will play a key role in this splendid initiative!
Making a real difference to students’ lives

International exchange/outreach programs

Water sports activities & training
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Athletic Scholarships

Constance CHAN
Recipient of AEF Athletic Scholarships for New Undergraduate Students, Business Student

I have been playing handball for more than six years and am currently a member of the University handball team. This scholarship will definitely eliminate my financial worries and enable me to indulge in academic study and sports participation.

Prof WOO Kam Tim
BEng(ELEC), MPhil(ELEC), PhD(ELEC) alumnus
HKUST Professor

It has been rewarding to see students devoting their energy and preparing for various tech-related competitions around the world. Through interacting with overseas, Mainland and local student teams in these international competitions, our students open their minds to both technology and soft skills. Your support of AEF will definitely help more students develop their talents!
Abhro ROY
Recipient of AEF Athletic Scholarships for New Undergraduate Students, Engineering Student

It is a great feeling to have been recognized for my achievements in Kickboxing and other sports. This scholarship will help me immensely and I will not have to worry too much now on spending for items required for my sporting and academic development.

Community Service Awards

Dora Li
Recipient of AEF Community Service Awards, Science student

Inspired by my previous service experiences, I initiated and organized book donations and teaching service in Tibet. The support from AEF has opened up a platform for me to share with fellow students and continue my service.
Touching a LIFE by GIVING...
Dr Jack LAU  
EMBA and PhD(ELEC) alumnus

The creation of AEF marks an important milestone in the history of our alma mater. It makes available a perpetual source to help students to pursue various enrichment programs, which otherwise can’t be financially afforded. Whatever the size of your gift is, it will make a real difference to students’ university life.

Kent HAU  
BBA(MGTO) alumnus

I enjoyed my time at HKUST very much. It is worthwhile now for me to give back. The timing is right with the establishment of the AEF.
We are truly grateful for the continuous guidance and help we have been receiving from HKUST, even after graduation. It gives us great pleasure to give back to HKUST by contributing to AEF and making an impact on students’ lives.
WANG Fuqing
EMBA alumnus

It is my pleasure to be able to give back to HKUST and help my fellow classmates.

Samson YU
EMBA alumnus

Each alumnus can play a role in supporting the University, regardless of the amount and forms of the contribution. I hope more alumni are inspired to give back to HKUST in the days ahead.
JIANG Wenyan
EMBA alumna

HKUST's strength inspired me to give back to the University. I hope my donation will in turn give more strength to disadvantaged students... and one day, they will be able to give back to HKUST, too!

CAI Yongjun
Student, Bilingual EMBA

I am pleased to give back to my university and hope that my contribution will enable fellow students to make the most out of their time at HKUST.
Alumni participation in giving at any level is greatly appreciated by the University. Your contributions will be recognized in a variety of ways. ACT NOW!

Acknowledgment on the University’s website and in alumni publications for donations of any amount

**Naming Opportunities**

- **Seat at Citigroup Lecture Theater (LTA)** – For accumulated donations of **HK$10,000 or above**
- **Desk at Library Chevalier Learning Commons** – For accumulated donations of **HK$50,000 or above**
- **Tree at the Walkway near the Lo Ka Chung University Center** – For accumulated donations of **HK$100,000 or above**
- **For accumulated donations of HK$500,000 or above**, you will be offered naming opportunities for various University facilities in accordance with the amount donated
Support AEF Now!!